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ITA 24

Battery Strapping Tool 
for 13mm / 16mm 
Polypropylene & Polyester Strap  

PLASTIC STRAPPING TOOL  >  BATTERY

ITA 24 is the most suitable and reliable three operating modes 
battery strapping  tool, studied for 13 / 16 mm PP and PET 
strap .

Lightweight, well balanced, ergonomic and easy to be used also 
with one hand, ITA 24 works in fully automatic, semi-automatic 
and manual operating mode. 

ITA 24 is equipped with Brushless motors to grant low 
maintenance, high speed and improved electronic control.
The dedicated high efficiency and long life Lithium Polymer 
battery, will grant high number of duty cycles per single charge, 
without any memory effect on the battery.

The tool finds application in many fields, from the timber to the 
corrugated, from the steel to the logistic to the brick or for any 
possible other strap. ITA 24 is the battery strapping tool for 
plastic strap at 360°.

FEATURES

3 Operating Modes: 
Automatic / Semi Automatic / Manual

Easy to be used  
Easy change of strap width

Digital control Panel
Brushless Motor technology

BENEFITS

Wide range & adjustable tension (300N-2500N)
Lightweight and well balanced

One hand operating tool
Friction weld and high seal efficiency

Easy access to wearing parts
Strong and well protected motor housing

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Dimensions 300 x 150 x 160 mm
11.8” x 5.9” x 6.3”

Weight (with battery)   4.3 Kg - 9.5 lbs

POWER SUPPLY

Battery Li-Po  14.8V - 2Ah

PERFORMANCE
Min. tension force 300 N 

Max. tension force 2500 N 

Tensioning speed 16  mt/m

Sealing Friction weld seal

Joint Strenght 75% of breaking strenght *

*  variable according to strap type

MODEL
CODE DESCRIPTION

T249997 ITA 24  + 1 Battery

T2499971 ITA 24  + 1 Battery + 1 Battery Charger

T2499972 ITA 24  + 2 Batteries + 1 Battery Charger
STRAP 

Type PP and PET Strap

Width 13mm / 16mm (1/2” - 5/8”)

Thickness 0,5mm - 1,05mm (0.019”-0.04”)
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